Press Release

The Residence
a collection of luxuriously appointed suites & rooms
at The Park, New Delhi launched
New Delhi, January 12, 2007 : Continuing the theme of Vaastu Shastra, the element of
EARTH and the city of Delhi has been used as inspiration for The Residence on the ninth and
tenth floors.
Shades of brown, rust and stone provide a warm background for orange and green accents
reminiscent of the colours of the capital city. Fired oak wall panels with a limed treatment
suggest the aged patina of the metropolis.
To further emphasize the greenery of Delhi, a trough of live wheat grass grows across the back
of the desk. Leather is used extensively, for furniture and accessories. Embossed panels and
laser cut suede bedspreads bring in the floral motif indoors. Green and orange rugs and glass
panels provide flashes of colour in otherwise calm spaces. Modern and traditional prints and
artifacts, notably glass and ceramics by local artists and craftsmen decorate the rooms.
The rooms and suites are luxuriously appointed for relaxation and in room entertainment. The
bedrooms have large LCD TVs, personal DVD players and JBL Sound Centers for docking
your
i-Pod. To help you continue your business communication from within your private
space, there are cordless dual line phones and broadband Internet connectivity and wi-fi in the
rest of the hotel.
Step into a rejuvenating experience – soak your worries in a spacious sunken white Satwario
marble baths reminiscent of Japanese bathtubs. Mirror finished rain showers ensure you relax
in a luxurious environment. Tune in to your favourite channels on the LCD TV embedded on
the wall.
The all-luxe floor has its own private lounge The Residence Lounge is reserved only for floor
guests. Marking the far end of The Lounge, is a wall with three dimensional scale model of
Lutyens’ Delhi. Traditional wooden” jaali “screens provide privacy between spaces. Simple
modern furniture pieces are mixed with special furniture inspired by Lutyens’ designs. Here
traditional armchairs have been given a contemporary twist by the use of contemporary
upholstery fabrics. Each window frames a stunning view of the historic city – the busy road, the
18th century observatory Jantar Mantar, the lush green gardens of the capital.
The Residence Lounge offers complementary breakfast, and a la carte’ lunch and dinner. A
range of teatime snacks come with a choice of favourite blended, single estate or organic teas.
Complementary drinks can be enjoyed during the after work hours.
A well-stocked library of easy reads, a range of coffee table books and a selection of
international newspapers, is there for you to choose from. Or take your pick from an exhaustive
collection of Rock, Jazz, House, Rhythm & Blues, Classical Indian or popular contemporary
music. Ask us for an i-pod loaded with music to be enjoyed in the privacy of each room.

Two computers with scanners and printers aid in business needs. Adjacent to the lounge is a
private boardroom for 12 to 14 people. Suitable for private presentations and boardroom
discussions, it comes fully equipped with a drop down screen and other meeting aids.
The Residence comprises 25 deluxe rooms, 7 deluxe suites, 4 presidential suites and one
lounge with boardroom facility.
For reservations mail to resv.del@theparkhotels.com
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